Poppy

™

Lounge Chair
Today’s workforce desires variety and choice to perform their best. Part of the Poppy seating
family, Poppy lounge chair was created with comfort and versatility in mind. It provides a
multi-functional solution for more open areas, providing a destination away from the desk
where people can interact with others, work on their own, or simply relax.
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Choices for Creativity and Innovation
People need time and space to think and work alone, balanced
with time and space for collaboration. Poppy lounge chair helps
furnish comfortable environments that can support a variety
of work processes to foster the creative performance crucial for
innovation. With freedom and choice for employees in mind, Poppy
creates inviting spaces with the visual comfort and tactile softness
of home—spaces where people feel grounded, invigorated, and
empowered to do their best work.

Features
Designed by Patricia Urquiola, Poppy offers a light aesthetic through
its organic shape and array of inviting colors. Curved lines and
decorative double-needle, top-stitched upholstery seams evoke the
details fine of craftsmanship and the feel of home, while a generous
seat envelops you in comfort.
Poppy lounge chair is available in three base designs:
Self-centering return swivel/4-leg wooden dowel base – Easily
rotates left and right to accommodate interaction, then returns to a
centered position, maintaining a tidy appearance in public spaces
Full swivel/4-leg wooden dowel base – Rotates 360 degrees to
facilitate discussion and collaboration
Painted steel stationary basket base – Provides a modern
aesthetic for lounge seating in lobbies, hospitality settings, and
private offices

Colors, Materials, Finishes
This versatile chair complements many of Haworth’s portfolio
products. With a range of upholstery possibilities and a color palette
curated by Patricia Urquiola, Poppy can be playful and unexpected
or classically simple and sophisticated to express personality
and culture.
The dowel base chair is available in White Oak, Black Ink on Ash, or
Walnut wood finish, and the basket base is offered in Black, Smooth
Plaster, Sable, and Rusty Red paint options.

Certifications
• Meets and exceeds ANSI-BIFMA standards
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